
At the present time, the population of some countries includes a relatively large numbers of young 
adults, compared with the number of older people.

Do the advantages of this situation outweigh the disadvantages?

By with the increasing increase in the rate of birth in compared with this value in previous years or 
decades the concentration of population will switch on to the young aged group. How muchthe more 
disturbed this balance is disturbed, the more disadvantages there will bedecrease, . however, there 
are so many profits in this case thoughtoo. In this essay we  will discuss and evaluated both sides of 
this matter.

Firstly when the proportion of young adults rises the corresponding interests, habits, facilities appear 
more. for instance night clubs, gyms, such a flashy restaurants and cafés etc. Also more active 
interactions between peers are predicted and communications are luckily lucky to be successful in 
mutual generation. So that high harmony is expected. By far more important than any field, it would 
be beneficial on vocational grounds. Consequently, whilst this rate climbs, the GDP, gross domestic 
product, will soar to a new peak; indeed the young adults are particularly productive human resources 
for the government. This population is important politically as much as economically in order to 
guarantee theing security of the county by providing military power.

On the other hand, by contrast, as the population climbs in young adults, their demands and 
requirements have to be considered. in fact, the young population needs accommodation, 
appropriate occupational opportunity, academic training and adequate infrastructures. In addition, 
when the index mentioned abovewhich is called before when comes in the term “per capital”, it 
demonstrates a more clear and accurate image of the economic condition, which it means although 
the net amount of income scaled by increasing young population the GDP per capital plunged 
significantly.

Overall, this phenomenon has its own costs and benefits that the general strategy which governs the 
whole aspect of society is able to affectimpressive to how much it would be beneficial or not. 
Undoubtedly with an effective policy the young generation are able to gain the momentum of 
economy in any country.


